
AN UNUSUAL CLASS ASSIGNMENT  
by Aubrielle Washington 

 Hi my name is Jena and my teacher Ms Aragano is the most unusual teacher I've 
ever met. She is a HUGE fan of putting herself in danger and a HUGE fan of video 
games so why not combine the two? She always gives us strange assignments but 
even stranger homework. Me and my friend Jane are always impressed by her thinking 
process. Her way of saying learn is danger. It was a warm Autumn day and my mind 
was blown! Jane always told me that she was an evil witch who wanted to trap people 
in her favorite video game Dungeon Gardens and today she actually did! She said "If 
you want to pass this class assignment, you have to spend 1 day in Dungeon Gardens. 
"We've been stuck in this game for 30 minutes. And that was when she said: Three 
rounds three monsters to beat then I'll set you free but if you've lost all 3 of your hearts 
when it's time to get out you die in real life. "Me and Jane have been teleported inside 
the actual game. Then one of the doors opened and a disgusting creature came out of 
one of the doors. It was the level 1 dragophant. Half dragon half elephant! Our only 
choice was to fight it but there were no weapons in sight. Me and Jane had to use our 
bare hands. We headed toward the snarling creature as it growled at us. He used his 
giant tusks to warn us. His giant wings flapped so hard that we flew back. When we got 
closer we hit him so hard that he bled to death. We saw a bright, green portal by the 
end of the room and left the room: Round 2."a deep voice called. "Jena we've entered 
round 2."Jane said. The next room was brighter than the last. We explored the room 
trying to find a way out. Another door opened and a giant bear came out. lt was like 20 
feet tall! It growled so loud that both of us lost half of one heart. "Oh no" the beast said 
in a teasing voice. We picked up some swords that we found at the end of the room 
and used them to win our fight. "FINALLY!" Jane said "WE MADE IT TO THE FINAL 
LEVEL!"I screamed. This time we were pulled by a force to a place that looked like a 
wrestling arena. Since we were tired, hungry and thirsty instead we found a room with 
2 beds,2 burgers and 4 glasses of water. Me and Jane slept and each drank 1 glass of 
water, and took 4 bites of 1 burger. When we woke up we were pulled by a force back 
to the arena. We saw a familiar face it was …….. Ms.Aragano? She was dressed in a 
five star suit and had a big sword. We used our little swords to battle. As we did we got 
bigger and bigger until Ms. Aragano was the size of a dust particle. The next thing we 
knew we were inside the class. And we passed with an A+.   


